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Browsing property ads? From exaggerated headlines like "Over 90% units sold!" to too-good-to-be-true prices under market value, here are 6 things to look out for when shopping for a new home.
Beware of Gimmicky Property Ads: 6 Misleading Things to Watch Out For
One-to-One Advertising Fine notes that newspaper ad revenues dropped drastically in 2008 and 2009, with classified advertising ... advertising platform is an example of one-to-one advertising.
Advertising Ideas for Newspaper Publishers
Newspaper classifieds prices vary depending on circulation. For example, an ad in a small community newspaper can cost around $9, while pricing for an ad in a larger paper such as the New York ...
Classified Advertising Ideas
This article was originally published in London’s Jewish Chronicle, and is reprinted with permission. A Holocaust survivor whose desperate mother placed a classified ad in the Jewish Chronicle in ...
How 20 words in a Jewish newspaper saved this Marin woman from the Holocaust
Fifty years ago this month, the political conflict over the U.S. war in Vietnam blew up into a first-order constitutional crisis involving the definitions of press freedom, national security and ...
Fifty years ago the Pentagon Papers shocked America - and they still matter today
Though the collapse of community journalism is real enough, we believe that its causes are only partly understood.
The local news crisis will be solved one community at a time
Experts say more big-city papers are expected to follow the example of ... online advertising venues that are chipping away at newspapers' classified ad sections. Newspaper classified ad ...
Newspapers fold as readers defect and economy sours
France's competition watchdog has fined Google 190million after finding it pushed publishers into using its ad selling platforms while unfairly punishing rivals.
France fines Google 190million in antitrust case over online ad sales
The Providence Journal’s parent company Gannett has bolstered its CEO compensation package upwards and Michael Reed could receive as much as $20 million dollars according to financial disclosures. In ...
Projo’s Parent Co. CEO Compensation Bolstered to as Much as $20 Million
In the digital age, many first-time home buyers and millennials arent scanning the newspaper classifieds for real estate properties.
6 Must-Have Virtual Tools for Real Estate Agents
Pinkham, whose ads for her Vegetable Compound could be found in newspapers across the country ... cannabis and alcohol. For example, a similar cannabis solution contained 74% alcohol (148 proof).
Bill Caldwell: Lydia Pinkham struck gold with newspaper ads
The landscape is changing dramatically, as traditional newspapers ... ads to talk, in Twitteresque fashion, to the world. In 1751, William Beasley took out a Virginia Gazette classified to ...
For Those Clutching Pearls Over Buzzfeed: A History of Newspapers Reveals That It’s Always Been This Way
Has anyone noticed the ever-growing size of the Herald’s classified advertising section in recent weeks? In last week’s newspaper, the section topped out at four and half pages, one of ...
Where are the workers?
The man who exposed US lies about the Vietnam war urges whistleblowers: ‘Don’t wait years till the bombs are falling and people have been dying’ ...
‘I’ve never regretted doing it’: Daniel Ellsberg on 50 years since leaking the Pentagon Papers
It doesn't require taking high risks to double your money in a stock. Some of the best candidates are often found among the top growth stocks that are already on everyone's radar. Another example of a ...
3 Top Stocks That Could Double Your Money
Think of this exhibit like a newspaper; you can read it all or take it in chunks.” There are multiple parts to the Grover Center Museum and Historical Society’s newest exhibit showcasing Shelby County ...
'Pushing Ink': Grover Museum's newest exhibit features Shelby County journalism
The Babylon Bee scored a minor victory this weekend. The New York Times has agreed to remove language from a March 19 report characterizing the conservative satire website as a "far-right ...
Babylon Bee scores win against New York Times
The word he selected for permanent exile from conversations about Israel is “apartheid.” In the era of fake news, some things simply stand as facts. For example, for any serious political analyst with ...
Is Israel an Apartheid State?
Montgomery: Following the most challenging year schools have had to endure, a record number of Montgomery Public Schools students are set to return to classrooms for the district’s Launch into ...
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